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Chorale performs Handel's 'Messiah'
By Mia Wales
News Editor

The harmonious sounds
of Handel’s "Messiah" will
flood Rediger Auditorium
tonight at 7:30 p.m. as the
Taylor Chorale and the Marion Philharmonic Orchestra
perform this long-standing
Taylor tradition.
The performance, including the intermission, will last
approximately two hours.
The concert will include
the entire Christmas section, portions of the Death
and Resurrection section,
and portions of the Hope
and Eternal Life section. The
selections were made by Alexander Platt, the music director of the Marion Philharmonic Orchestra.
Free horse-drawn carriage
rides will be available from
the annual Christmas Banquet in the DC to Rediger
Auditorium for the concert.
According to Joann Rediger, director of the Chorale,
the Taylor music department
performs Handel’s "Messiah" once every four years.
This allows every generation of Taylor students to experience the "Messiah" by
either listening to it or performing it.
Taylor students have been
performing the "Messiah"
almost since Taylor’s founding. Yearbooks from the early
1900s indicate that students
received one credit hour for
attending weekly rehearsals
of the "Messiah," which was
performed later in the year.
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Chorale members rehearse the score of Handel's "Messiah" in preparation for tonight's performance with the Marion Philharmonic Orchestra. Free horse-drawn carriage rides will be available from the DC's Christmas party to Rediger Auditorium for the concert. Tickets are
available in the Communication Arts office.

The Chorale have been
performing with the Marion
Philharmonic Orchestra both on and off campus since
the 1970s, when Taylor jointly founded the orchestra with a group of businessmen
from Marion.
The Chorale's preparation
for this performance began at

Teacher surveys
benefit professors
By Carrie Bragg
Contributor
As the fall semester comes
to a close, many students will
begin to receive teacher surveys. These professor evaluations will give students the
opportunity to express their
opinions of the classes they
are taking and make suggestions to the betterment of
each course.
According to Tim Herrmann, Taylor’s dean of assessment, approximately 62
percent of Taylor faculty
members distribute professor evaluations on an annual
basis. While some professors prefer to hand out such
evaluations at mid-term, students will typically receive
the surveys during the last
few days of class.
According to Phil Collins,
chair of the Faculty Personnel Committee, the surveys
are comprised of approximately 30 questions. The
questions were derived from
the bigger version of the student evaluations that were
handed out in the cafeteria in
years prior.
Every student receives the
same survey to fill out, but
the results of the surveys are
not always consistent.
“Some classes are appreciative of what [the professors] are doing, while others
are not,” Collins said.“It’s
important to recognize the
students in each class. If a
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student has to take a general
education course, that student’s evaluation may not be
as positive as if the student
chose to be in a class for his
or her major."
The primary use of the surveys is to inform professors of
their performance as viewed
by the students. The hope for
such surveys is that they will
provide professors with the
opportunity to see how the
components of their course
may or may not be working so they may alter
their methods accordingly.
“We all need to continually
grow in the art of teaching.
The evaluations are helpful
in gaining that perspective,”
Collins said. “They can help
to reveal a blind spot. They
can either be an encouragement, or they can [provide]
constructive feedback on
where we need to improve.”
While the fundamental
use of the evaluations is to
benefit professors, the surveys are also used to provide
insight to department chairs
and academic deans. New
members of the faculty are
required to hand out the surveys to students.
The surveys are then reviewed by the professor and
sent to the department chair.
Once viewed by the department chair, the surveys are
passed on to an academic
dean, such as Tom Jones,
See 'Surveys' page 2

the beginning of the semester.
Since September, the Chorale
has practiced Handel’s musical score for the first half an
hour of every rehearsal, three
times per week. The music
department also brought
Chorale’s Director emeritus
Philip J. Kroeker to help with
sectional rehearsals.

After the Chorale’s Michigan tour Nov. 10 through
Nov. 12, they began full rehearsals in preparation for
the performance.
“[The "Messiah"] is a complicated score,” Rediger said.
“It demands and deserves
thorough rehearsal.”
Junior Sarah Norton, a

Taylor students have
been performing the
"Messiah" almost
since Taylor's
founding.
member of both Chorale and
Sounds, believes this performance will be challenging.

“I think as a Chorale we
are well prepared for the
concert, but you never know
what to expect from a different conductor,” Norton
said. “Getting accustomed
to [Platt’s] interpretation of
the music could prove to be
a challenge.”
Despite this, Norton is excited to work with Platt.
“I’ve met [Platt] on numerous occasions and had the
chance to see him conduct
many concerts,” she said.
“His expression within his
conducting is so intense that
I can’t even imagine the
sound he will … be able to
get out of … [the] Chorale.”
Rediger hopes the Chorale’s performance will touch the hearts of listeners
and offer them an opportunity to meditate on Christ
as they enter the Christmas season.
“We are rehearsing rigorously in order to perform at
a level at which the audience
will transcend the performance and hear the voice of
God,” Rediger said. “The inspiring biblical texts together
with the extraordinary orchestral music that Handel
… wrote … can touch a place
at the core of the human spirit that words alone cannot.”
Tickets for Handel’s "Messiah" are $6 for students and
$8 for faculty and staff. Tickets can be purchased from
the theatre box office. At
the door, tickets remain $6
for students and are $10 for
all adults.

AoA raises awareness
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Chris Heuertz, who works for the relief ministry Word Made Flesh, speaks in chapel about HIV / AIDS.

By Randy Kizer
Contributor
Today, organizations around the globe will be hosting events as a part of World
AIDS Day. The goal is to
raise awareness about the
ongoing AIDS crisis and to
stand in solidarity with those
suffering from and directly
affected by HIV/AIDS.
On campus, Acting on
AIDS co-directors Marcia
Ghali and Emily Hart have
been organizing awareness
activities this entire week.
Monday night they showed
the movie “Dear Francis,”
which depicts the crisis in

Swaziland and what college
students are doing to help.
They also invited Chris
Heuertz of Word Made Flesh
to speak in chapel. His message, titled “A Kingdom Response to the Global AIDS
Pandemic,” showed the human side of the suffering and
how the church can respond.
Taylor’s Acting on AIDS
team has been working with
parent organization World
Vision and the nationwide
effort Lives at Stake to
provide ways for students
get involved.
At Taylor, pictures of those
affected by the AIDS pandemic are attached to stakes

near the Reade Center.
The challenge is to take
one of the pictures and pray
for that person for 40 days.

"First and foremost,
we hope people will
pray for those who
are affected by AIDS."
-Emily HartWorld Vision also offers students a chance to sponsor
those featured in the Lives at
Stake campaign.
Ghali and Hart are excited about the potential of
this campaign.

“First and foremost, we
hope people will pray for
those suffering and those
who are affected by AIDS,”
Hart said. “We hope that
Lives at Stake will put a face
and a name on the statistics.”
AoA is also highlighting
some of its other fundraising events. Ghali and Hart
have been accepting donated
textbooks then selling them
on Amazon.com.
Also, the World Vision
Christmas catalogues are
being distributed to the residence hall front desks and
the TWO office.
Ghali said more serving
opportunities are planned for
the future. Help will be needed this spring when Rice and
Beans Night is redesigned
as Broken Bread Night. The
plan is to serve refugee ration packets to better represent the conditions faced
by orphans and other needy
people around the globe.
Students can also become
Acting on AIDS volunteers
by signing up in the TWO
office. Besides helping with
AoA events and planning,
volunteers receive information and prayer updates on
the global AIDS crisis.
AoA is still a young program only in its second year
of existence. Last year, Taylor made much progress in
fundraising and by hosting
the first Acting on Aids National Conference. Trinity
International in Chicago will
host the upcoming 2007 conference this February.
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Goetz speaks about suburb Christianity
By Rachael Cusack
Contributor

According to David Goetz,
life in the suburbs can be
a dangerous business. In a
joint production with IFC
and LiT at Night, Goetz, author of “Death by Suburb,”
spoke on this topic last night
to a packed recital hall.
Goetz based his talk around
the topics he addresses in his
book. “Death by Suburb” is
directed to people who live
deeply entrenched in an
evangelical subculture.
Goetz introduced his topic
with an understanding that
everyone has two stages of
life. There is the idealistic
“heroic journey” stage that
progresses — at varying
points for everyone — to the
second stage, one that can
easily lead to an embittered
journey.
The second stage is one
composed largely of dealing

with suffering and reality.
Goetz named eight toxins,
ranging from “My life should
be easier than it is” to “My
church is the problem,” that
plague Christians during the
second stage.
Goetz discussed these in
the context of the pursuit of
a deeper life. He then chose
one of the toxins, “I want my
neighbor’s life,” and delved
deeper into it.
“I found that it was really
true when he talked about
one of the poisons of society,
that [poison] being we always want what our neighbors have. It made me evaluate why I want the things I
do,” junior John Walt said.
Goetz pointed to the availability of immortality symbols — glory, praise, power
— that are given to people
around us as the primary
trouble in this area.
According to Goetz, it is
difficult for Christians to

think with eternity-focused
attitudes when it seems as if
immortality is within grasp.
Goetz closed by taking
several questions from the
audience. One in particular
addressed a question Goetz
is commonly asked: “Why
not just leave the suburb?”
To this, Goetz said that while
this is a viable option for
some, many cannot simply
escape in this way.
“Some might say that
what Goetz said only applies
to their lives later," senior
Aaron Harrison, an IFC cabinet member, said. "What we
need to realize is that it applies to our lives now.”
While Goetz’s primary audience for his topic is middle-aged Christian evangelicals dealing with life in the
suburbs, several of his points
speak directly to college students.
Toward the end of his discussion, he emphasized the

importance of gaining control of your spending. In order to be able to live a certain
lifestyle, Goetz said you have
to be free from debt.
Goetz points out that there
are many who would like to
live an alternative lifestyle
but cannot because of debts.
Goetz also said if you have
a passion, you need to find
other people who share your
passion.
“I think what David Goetz
had to say was honest and
deeply convicting," senior
Cassie Hedges said. "I deeply appreciate his willingness
to get at the heart of an issue
that subtly impacts all of us."
Hedges also appreciated
Goetz's remarks about spiritual toxins.
"As he stated, ‘The longer
you live in the house, the less
you smell the odor.’ I didn’t
even realize how much my
life has been infested with
these spiritual toxins.”
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Goetz speaks about Christians buried in evangelical subculture.

Taylor students learn etiquette at annual dinner
By Anna Daniels
Staff Writer

After three or four years of
eating each meal of the day
in the Dining Commons, an
upperclassman might wonder what is appropriate etiquette when at an important
meal event, such as an interview or a wedding. Because
of questions like this, Career
Development hosted a formal etiquette dinner for juniors and seniors last night.
“We try to make it as close
to the real thing as possible,
[because] often students
will be at an interview with

a meal,” Kim Thacker, secretary for Career Development, said.
Etiquette consultant Donna Lahr facilitated the
event; approximately 48 students attended.
Lahr walked the students
through a five-course meal
consisting of soup, salad,
sorbet, an entree and dessert. Students were free to
ask questions throughout the
meal as Lahr visited tables
and gave instructions.
Lahr covered topics such
as the proper way to toast,
the duties of the host, and

the American and Continental styles of eating.
“Civility is back in a big
way [and] manners are as
integral as technological
savvy,” Lahr said. “Etiquette
gives an edge between you
and another person who is
just as smart [and] increases [one’s] chances of moving ahead.”
According to Lahr, a good
toast is one to two minutes
long. Preparation is key, because toasting is an art and
an important part of protocol. It is also important to remember that the person be-

ing toasted does not drink to
the toast.
Lahr informed students
that to be courteous guests
they should wait for the
host and follow his or her
lead. The host is responsible
for leading the pace of the
dinner and making sure all
guests receive their meal.
Americans typically switch the fork to the right hand
to eat after they have cut their
food. However, in the Continental style used abroad,
most notably in European
countries, the fork and knife
are kept in the same hands
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Senior Kali Fouty and junior Amy Handy prepare for a meal of good manners in the Alspaugh Room of the Hodson Dining Commons.

after cutting food.
In a situation where one
does not want an item that
is offered, such as coffee or
dessert, Lahr explained the
proper means of informing
the waiter.
“[To refuse coffee], put one
or two fingers on the rim of
the mug when the waiter
comes by,” Lahr said. “Unless you’re allergic to [dessert], you should at least take
one bite."
Lahr
offered
several
memory tricks for proper
etiquette, including the acronym “BMW,” which stands
for Bread-Meal-Water. Look
left to right to find which
bread and water is yours; the
meal is in between.
Also, when eating a meal
with several new people,
Lahr suggested having a
topic for each letter of the alphabet to discuss, excluding
any that are controversial.
Overall, junior Emily
Nofziger thought the dinner was very informative.
She thought that holding the
silverware correctly was the
best tip she received because
it looks more professional.
“I was surprised that there
[are] so [many etiquette tips]
to know,” Nofziger said.
Lahr believes that self-confidence will present students
in a more positive light.
“I hope [students] gain
more confidence in themselves,” Lahr said. “[Good
etiquette] will help them in
any situation.”
Career Development will
also host two additional etiquette dinners in the spring,
one for education majors and
one for business and science majors.

'Surveys' from page 1
dean of arts and sciences or
Chris Bennett, dean of graduate and professional studies at Taylor.
This process allows veteran members of the faculty
to be aware of new professors progress, thereby ensuring students the best education possible.
Another use of the evaluations is that a compilation of
the surveys must be included in a professor’s portfolio
when he or she applies for
a promotion or for tenure. A
committee then reviews the
selected evaluations.
Jones said the evaluations
are similar to the individual conversations between
professors and department
chairs, and the observations
department chairs and associate deans are required to
complete.
“The primary use of the
evaluations is to promote individual response of the professors, but [the surveys] do
play a part in the overall evaluation,” Jones said. “A professor who has lows marks
across the board on student
evaluations would have a far
more difficult time being promoted or tenured.”
While professor evaluations have been helpful in
assessing classroom performance, some professors were
willing to go a step further
in bettering their teaching
methods. According to Jones,
there is a group of professors
who will often sit in on each
other’s classes and critique
each session.
“We think [this critiquing
method] is exciting,” Jones
said. “We would like to have
... more of that taking place.”

Economics Department adopts a new major and a new direction
By Robin Snyder
Contributor
The business department
will introduce a Developmental Economics degree
program next fall as part
of the university’s global
engagement initiative.
“[Developmental Economics] will have a totally global
focus … which is not the case
in the [existing] economics
major,” said Chris Bennett,
associate vice president for
academic affairs.
By focusing less on theory
and more on international
applications, Taylor’s administration and business
department hope to attract
more students to study in the
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area of economics.
According to Bennett, Taylor graduates only one or two
economists each year.
“We need to have something that has broader appeal,” said Bennett. “We’d
love for students other than
those who normally study
economics to come to this
program.”
Bennett said it is possible
for a student to graduate in
May 2008 with a Developmental Economics degree,
but the university won’t
grant many exceptions in order to fit the new major into
a student’s schedule.
The new program repackages existing courses in environmental science, political

science, sociology, and business departments to create
the new major and minor.
Economic theory classes normally span all four years for
economics majors, but would
only continue through the
intermediate level in light of
the new major.
Taylor economics professor, Dr. Hadley Mitchell, is
currently developing two
courses for the program. International Micro-enterprise
Development, a core requirement, will explore issues in
microfinance that can benefit
those in developing countries enabling them to start
small businesses which use
the gifts and skills the people
of an area already have.

The Study Tour of Economically Developing Countries, an elective, will provide
students with hands-on experience in third world countries. The course will allow
students to see poverty firsthand, motivating students to
be ministry-minded. In this
course, Dr. Mitchell hopes to
take students to seven different locations to work on various projects, staying a few
days at each location.
“For a relatively small
amount, you can fly around
the planet making seven
stops as long as you’re traveling in basically the same
direction,” said Mitchell.
“Taylor has several contacts
[in various countries]…

There are natural places we
can go.”
According to Bennett and
Mitchell, Taylor students are
continuing to show a growing interest in the field of Developmental Economics.
“The key course that’s already on the shelf is…Economics of Development,”
said Mitchell. “It’s been my
experience in the last few
years that we’ve had several
students who have really gotten turned on in that course,
saying ‘This is what I want to
do vocationally.’”
Mitchell described how his
Economics of Development
course ignited one student’s
passion for studying developmental economics.

“[Mekael Teshome] was
a political science major,
but I kidnapped him,” joked Mitchell.
Teshome is currently pursuing a master’s degree in
economics at Vanderbilt University where economist and
current nobel peace laureate,
Muhammad Yunus, earned
his Ph.D. According to
Mitchell, Teshome’s vision is
to go back to his home country, Ethiopia, and transform
their economy.
“This program is coming from what we perceive
to be the students’ interests
and needs. We are really trying to respond to what the
generation wants to do with
their lives,” said Bennett.
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Speakers of the dorms
Student Senate members collaborate with administration to
discuss university policies and represent the student body
By Leslie Leak
Assistant News Editor
Within the walls of
the Taylor Student Organization, there is a group known
as the Student Senate.
It is a small group, less
than a dozen students
who meet every week to
discuss pressing issues on
campus. Perhaps the bestknown achievement in recent
Student Senate history was
the installation of Sunday
library hours.
Student senators monitor the feelings and sentiments of fellow students
and are appointed from
each dorm. Two representatives are recruited from the
larger residence halls, and
two representatives are also
elected to represent students
living off-campus.
This year’s senate is involved extensively in areas
of decision-making directly
affecting students. A few
of these areas include 2016
planning, as well as winter
breakfast at the Grille and
additional temporary parking spots on campus.
“I’m really excited to be
working on the new prayer
chapel because it will have

a big impact on the campus community,” sophomore
and Wengatz Hall senator
Jon Crider said.
Student Senate is also responsible for Traffic Court,
which normally meets once
a month.
This court consists of
three senators, with the express purpose of addressing
parking ticket appeals. The
appeals process is another
senate-provided way for students to voice their concerns.
The National Christian
Multicultural Student Leaders Conference (NCMSLC)
is an event to which Taylor’s
Student Senate sends at
least one representative every year. It is an activity the
senate thinks is important in
understanding how to better
our campus.

This year’s senate is
involved extensively
in areas of decisionmaking directly
affecting students.
“I represent English Hall
and attended NCMSLC
at Cedarville this year,”
junior and fellow senator
Brooke Jantzen said. “I was
able to get a good idea of

what Taylor is doing to help
its multi-cultural students
and some areas that may
need improvement.”
Besides the enjoyment of
working with fellow students
who take campus concerns
seriously, strong relationships with university administration are a key factor.
“The reason that I chose
to become a senator was to
have the chance to bring the
concerns of my fellow schoolmates to the administration,”
Crider said. “I really admire
the administrators here at
Taylor and find it a real privilege to be able to work with
them on a regular basis."
This year's senators by
residence hall:
Bergwall: Mark Heydlauff (Chairman) and Ashley Rubenstein; English:
Brooke Jantzen and Lauren
Znachko; Gerig: Matthew
Josten; Olson: Bliss Barber
and Allie Van Alstine; Samuel Morris: Brandon LaFontaine and Alan Nayrocker;
Swallow Robin: Chad Urbanick; Wengatz: Joel Brunk
and Jon Crider; Fairlane:
Katrina Thomas (Secretary);
Off-campus: Leslie Leak and
Tom Ganz.
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Student Senate meets weekly on Thursday nights at 8 p.m. in the Bishop William Taylor Room in the
Helena Memorial Building.

The Boundary Stone offers guidance
Student-led, faculty-backed support group focuses on
needs of students from broken or non-Christian homes
By Kate Yoder
Contributor
The students involved
in The Boundary Stone understand
struggles,
but
also appreciate the redemptive value of a supportive community.
This program, started by
2006 graduates Alyssa Lin
and Jen Campbell, is for students who come from nonChristian homes or broken
families, or those simply in
need of support.
The group meets once a
month to share stories, encourage one another, and
learn about healthy families
by hearing the stories of Taylor faculty and staff.

"Only in Jesus is
there hope, regardless
of your background."
- Abbey Kadera -

This year, after the groups'
founders graduated, The
Boundary Stone has continued under the guidance of
sophomores, Abbey Kadera
and David Compson.
Kadera and Compson or-
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ganize the monthly meetings
and arrange for the group to
visit with different professors and staff.
Kadera joined the group
first semester of her freshman year as she struggled to
adjust to college life.
“I think that many people
at Taylor feel that they really
are alone in [their] struggles,”
Kadera said. “I think that
The Boundary Stone was like
an answer to prayer for me
last year and [is] a group that
Taylor students will continue
to need.”
Compson lost his father
when he was six years old
and joined the group to talk
with others who have had
similar struggles.
“Often
struggles
are
generational and can be
passed on with mistakes
being repeated,” Compson
said. “[Students should]
try to learn from those who
have gone before and learn
from
their
experiences,
especially professors’.”
Professors and staff members at Taylor have played
a key role in encouraging
and helping students in The

Boundary Stone. By sharing
their trials and tribulations,
professors and staff members
encourage students to hope.
“Only in Jesus is there
hope, regardless of your
background,” Kadera said.
“Seeing what he had done
in so many others’ lives reminded me of this hope.”
Shaun and Shelley Casbarro are two staff members who
have hosted The Boundary
Stone group in their home.
“When faculty and staff
members share their testimonies, the students in Boundary Stone realize that there
is hope,” Shelley said. “[Students] are not destined to
relive the same patterns and
difficulties as their parents
[or] relatives”
The Boundary Stone is
open to all students, regardless of their families’ religious
and relational backgrounds.
According to Compson,
The Boundary Stone would
love to come alongside and
pray with any student who
is struggling.
“We come together to comfort, learn and survive, all for
God’s glory,” Compson said.

Alumni
Update
By Christine Allen
Staff Writer
When Ashley Boyer graduated from Taylor in 2004,
she could not have anticipated that by this July she
would be living in Colorado Springs and working
as an editor for Focus on
the Family’s BRIO magazine, a publication for young
teenage girls.

Boyer attributes the
opportunity to work
for BRIO to valuable
experience, as well as
to her familiarity with
the magazine.
Boyer, an English writing
major, minored in journalism
and Spanish. Before writing
for BRIO, Boyer worked in
fundraising and public relations for a non-profit foster
care and adoption agency.
Though experienced in
writing and media, she never saw herself working for
BRIO, a magazine she read
avidly when younger.
Boyer attributes the op-
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Ashley Boyer ('04) finds
a home at Focus on the
Family's BRIO magazine
portunity to work for BRIO
to valuable experience, as
well as to her familiarity with
the magazine.
She became connected
with Focus on the Family after attending Focus
on the Family Institute
and working with Plugged
In magazine while studying there.
“My connections as an Institute [alumna] were probably the most helpful because
I was familiar with Focus
culture,” Boyer said. “I [also]
had a little bit of familiarity in
working with a magazine.”
Boyer also completed an
internship with Cooking
Light magazine in Birmingham, Ala., after she attended
the Institute. She said this
internship and her time at
Plugged In prepared her to
enter the professional world.
At BRIO, Boyer edits freelance articles the magazine
receives and has also had
the opportunity to interview
musical artists and teens who
are making a difference in
their communities.
For her first article, Boyer

interviewed Aly and AJ,
young award-winning Christian music artists.
“I flew to Los Angeles to
interview [Aly and AJ] in
the recording studio while
they were working on their
Christmas album,” Boyer
said. “It was neat to see
them as real teens who are
humble about their fame.”
Boyer enjoys living in Colorado Springs. A huge fan
of the outdoors, she relishes
the beautiful sights and has
taken advantage of Colorado’s numerous opportunities for skiing and hiking.
“I live about a block away
from Garden of the Gods
[and] I am definitely enjoying the typical Colorado lifestyle,” she said.
Even in the midst of a fulltime job and beautiful scenery, Boyer has not lost sight
of what is most important. At
nearly 6,000 feet, she has still
remained grounded.
“Who wouldn’t love living
in the shadow of Pikes Peak?
It’s a daily reminder of how
big God is and how majestic
He is,” Boyer said.
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Josh Porter's 'High Five' In Nintendo
to Thanksgiving movies Wii trust

The Thanksgiving holiday season is an exciting time for everyone. Moms get to go shopping
for aprons and ceramic dolls, dads get to stuff themselves with pumpkin pie and watch football
in their bathrobes, and kids get to make turkey drawings out of dry macaroni and candy corn.
However, there are also people like me who most look forward to the great movies that get released.
I’m probably in the minority on that one, but it’s all right. Watching movies is part of my jab, making it slightly less weird
that I saw five movies over the course of Thanksgiving break. Here are my impressions of those movies.

By Josh Porter
A&E Editor

Photos courtesy of rottentomatoes.com

1. "Casino Royale"
When people found out
that blonde-haired Daniel
Craig would succeed Pierce
Brosnan as James Bond,
chaos and pandemonium ensued. However, after seeing
this 21st installment in the
“007” series, it’s easy to see
why Craig was chosen. “Casino Royale” returns Bond to
his roots, showing his life immediately after he became a
“00” agent.

The film does a remarkable job of showing Bond’s
transformation
into
the
hard-nosed but savvy assassin viewers have come to
know. This would not have
been possible without Daniel Craig’s expert acting. He
brings a charisma to the role
that rivals that of the great
Sean Connery. The audience
is finally allowed to see what
makes James Bond tick, making it much easier to sympa-

thize with the character.
The Bond franchise is no
longer about the beautiful
women, outlandish gadgets
and cheesy one-liners. The
script is intelligent, the characters fleshed-out, and the
action scenes are better than
ever. Agent 007 has turned
21 and exhibits a refreshing
balance of maturity and intensity. America is ready for
a blonde … James Blonde.
Movie Rating: 9 out of 10

2. "Bobby"
Emilio Estevez has had a
lackluster career. He’s basically known for his role as the
coach in the “Mighty Ducks”
movies and possibly for being Charlie Sheen’s brother.
Not the most impressive
reputation. “Bobby” is Estevez’s attempt at a comeback
(and his chance to voice his
anger about the war in Iraq,
apparently, by comparing it
to Vietnam).
“Bobby” details the lives

of a number of witnesses to
the assassination of Robert F.
Kennedy in the Ambassador
Hotel and the several days in
their lives beforehand. The
film features a star-saturated cast including Laurence
Fishburne, William H. Macy,
Martin Sheen, Anthony Hopkins, Elijah Wood, Helen
Hunt, Sharon Stone, Demi
Moore, Ashton Kutcher and
Lindsay Lohan.
It’s an impressive cast, but
with each character only

getting about 10 minutes of
screen time, their talent is
largely wasted. The film also
feels disjointed, grouping
scenes together that don’t really fit.
“Bobby” tries hard to be
sincere and touching in every
scene, and it comes across as
rather canned and tiresome.
Bad editing and a lack of
subtlety make “Bobby” a
film that simply doesn’t live
up to its potential.
Movie Rating: 6 out of 10

3. "Babel"
While watching this film, I
couldn’t help but be reminded of last year’s “Crash.”
Both films use several separate characters and their
stories to illustrate one overarching theme. In “Crash,”
that theme was the ugliness
of racism and prejudice, but
“Babel” is about the sadness
of broken communication.
A Japanese father tries desperately to get through to

his deaf daughter, who has
closed herself off emotionally after her mother’s death.
A couple takes a trip to Morocco to isolate themselves
and focus on repairing their
broken marriage. A nanny
brings the two American
children under her care to
Mexico for her son’s wedding, and a tragic misunderstanding at the border patrol
leads to her deportation.
All the tragic events and

emotional barriers between
the characters stem from an
act of sin, much like the splitting of the languages in the
scriptural Tower of Babel.
“Babel” is a powerful warning against allowing our
deepest connections with
others to be broken. It’s one
of the best films of the year
and the performance of Brad
Pitt’s career.
Movie Rating: 9.5 out of 10

4. "Déjà Vu"
Last time Denzel Washington did a movie with director
Tony Scott, they produced a
movie called “Man on Fire”
(2004). It was an emotionally charged action/drama,
and arguably one of the best
films of the year. “Déjà Vu”
is a decent, exciting followup, but it suffers from a silly
premise and an inconsistent

performance from Denzel.
“Déjà Vu” begins with a
tragic act of terrorism with
over 500 casualties. Washington plays ATF agent Doug
Carlin, who is recruited by a
secret government organization that has opened a time
portal that leads four days
and six hours into the past.
Carlin leads the charge in using this unique opportunity

to prevent the disaster.
There are a lot of science
fiction elements to the movie, and the problem is it’s set
in present-day. The idea of
time travel in 2006 is difficult
to portray believably, and the
portable time-gazing helmet
camera with accompanying
power-cell backpack doesn’t
really help.
Movie Rating: 7 out of 10

5. "The Fountain"
With so few movies taking
huge risks in artistic form,
“The Fountain” rises above
the rest of the pack. Director
Darren Aronofsky (“Requiem for a Dream”) has chosen
to tackle the subject of mankind’s perpetual search for
eternal life. The film’s ambition alone is impressive, and
the spectacular visuals and
dauntingly rich symbolism

bring the ideas to the screen
in an entirely unique way.
This is not a traditional
movie with a linear plot and
neatly packaged ending. It
transcends the normal conventions of film.
Those who see “The Fountain” with a mind open to
revelation will recognize the
incredible accomplishment
of this fantasy epic whether
they enjoy it or not. This is

definitely not a movie for everyone, but those who like it
will love it.
“The Fountain” is not as
much a moving picture as it
is a moving painting. There’s
simply too much to say about
it to do it justice with a minireview. For now, I’ll simply
say that this was the best experience I’ve had in a movie
theater in a long time.
Movie Rating: 10 out of 10

Millikan shows Thomas
Jefferson's scientific side

Photo by Ellen Koch

"The Sciences ... My Supreme Delight," a Paul Millikan collection, is
an art show currently on display at the Metcalf Gallery until Dec. 8.
The exhibit contains a collection of objects that represent Thomas
Jefferson's love for science. Some of these include Jefferson's
actual desk and chairs from his house, his glasses, etc.
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By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
Anyone who was overshadowed by an older sibling as a
child will understand the situation the Nintendo Wii is in
right now. Sony’s Playstation
3 was released two days
before the Wii, and it certainly made an entrance. People
across the country waited
in line for days before the
launch. Bizarre PS3 line stories, including one involving
a pregnant woman on the
verge of delivery trying not
to give birth to keep her spot
in line, flooded the media. To
an extent, these stories stole
the Wii’s thunder.
However, now that several days have passed, the
winner of the console wars
seems obvious. While the
Playstation 3 boasts the most
powerful graphics processors, the Nintendo Wii’s competitive price, high availability and innovative features
will most likely make it the
victor in the long run.
For those unfamiliar with
the Wii, it’s Nintendo’s follow-up console to the lackluster GameCube. Many
gamers were disappointed
with the GameCube’s unremarkable graphics and opted
to buy a Playstation 2 or
Xbox instead. It seemed that
Nintendo had lost too much
ground to other consoles and
was on its way out.
For the next round of
consoles, it was obvious
Microsoft’s Xbox 360 and
Sony’s PS3 were going to be
competing for better graphics; for Nintendo to try to
outdo them would be foolish.
Instead, Nintendo chose to
focus on innovation and the
Nintendo Revolution, which
would later be renamed the
Wii (pronounced "we"), was
revealed to the masses.
The Wii’s main advantage
is its inventive controller.
Rather than just a traditional pad with a series of
clunky buttons and analog
sticks, Nintendo’s controller (unofficially dubbed the
“Wiimote”) features motion
sensing technology.
The controller is comprised

of two separate units. The
main unit is shaped like a
remote, with a directional
pad and several buttons. It
is connected to the secondary unit (dubbed the “nunchuck”), which includes an
analog joystick and a trigger.
Most importantly, though,
each unit has a motion sensor. This has incredible gameplay potential.
During a tennis game, the
Wiimote becomes a tennis
racket. During a fantasy
game, it becomes a sword
or a bow and arrow. During
a boxing match, the unit
becomes fists, moving the
boxing gloves on-screen
when you thrust the controllers forward. The possible
variations of gameplay are
practically endless.
The impressive Wiimote
was announced months
ago, and since then Sony
saw that it could potentially
threaten the success of their
powerhouse console. They
attempted to match the Wii’s
innovation by pushing development of a “SIXAXIS” controller, which looks identical
to the Playstation 2 controller except for a suspiciously
familiar motion sensor on
the front.
Early impressions indicate
the SIXAXIS configuration,
while adding a new level of
gameplay to the Playstation
3, is a difficult system for
which to develop games,
and thus tends to translate
into clunky gameplay. On
the other hand, first impressions of the Wiimote are
much more favorable. It
allows gameplay to be more
intuitive than ever before.
As a result, the Wii has an
appeal to those who have
never owned a console,
attracting women and even
the elderly.
The Nintendo Wii is simply the most intuitive way
of playing games available.
Furthermore, it’s selling in
electronics and department
stores for $250, whereas the
sold-out PS3 is currently selling for between $800 and
$2,000 on eBay. Expect the
Wii to get much more attention in the long run.

Taylor gets a taste of local music talent
By Steve Sper
& Michael Goodrich
Contributors
On Tuesday night, IFC
hosted a concert featuring
local bands. Many students
attended the concert, filling
the Union to support the
area’s musicians.
After a late sound check,
Anchor Close took the stage.
Hailing from Indianapolis
and consisting of Taylor’s
Luke Harty, they started the
evening with pleasing beats
and rocking rhythm.
Following Anchor Close,
IWU’s Rodeo Ruby Love
took the stage. Rodeo Ruby

Love is comprised of many
Away With Vega members;
however, Rodeo Ruby Love
is more inclined toward
indie-pop songs about love.
“[Rodeo Ruby Love] is a
lot different than Away With
Vega, but I really liked their
style,” sophomore Josiah
Hatfield said.
Arrah and the Ferns, a
band from Muncie, played
next. They also played indiepop, often incorporating an
unusual instrument called a
banjolin, or a cross between
a banjo and a mandolin.
“[Arrah and the Ferns] are
really good,” junior Jorge
Burmicky said. “It’s impres-

sive when you think that
they’ve only been around for
a little while. Plus, Arrah has
a great voice.”
Bloomington’s Husband
and Wife closed the show,
taking the stage after Arrah
and the Ferns. They played
some straight-ahead rock
with powerful drums, as
evidenced by drummer Will
Rose breaking both of his
sticks on the last song.
All of bands have a
MySpace page with their
info and concert schedules.
The next IFC event will
be a showing of the movie
“Rushmore” at 7 p.m. on
Monday in MMVA 002.
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Arrah and the Ferns performed
with other local music talent at
the Union Tuesday night.
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Project [RED] mainly fosters spending

By Kate Hohenstein
I would like to expound
upon the article (from Nov.
10) that brought up the issue
of consumerism and Project
[RED], an international campaign designed to raise money for AIDS in Africa.
Project [RED], which
is the brain child of Bono
and wildly supported by
esteemed members of Hollywood, partners with companies including Armani,
Apple, Gap, Converse and
Motorola. Fifty percent of
the profit earned from the
products of these companies’
[RED] lines is given to the
Global Fund. This project,
under the guise of humanitarian relief, encourages selfcentered, consumerist and
image-obsessed spending.
Project [RED] appeals to
the consumer, especially to
the consumer who wants to
sacrifice for the good of humanity without actually forfeiting anything. In fact, you
actually get something in
return for your honorable intentions — you ease a guilty

conscience, look quite stylish, and everybody knows
you just did a good thing. It
seems twisted that someone
would think to themselves,
"AIDS in Africa is a huge
social problem that needs to
be dealt with … I’d better go
do my part and buy myself a
pair of Armani sunglasses.”
If a need caused by an issue as widespread and devastating as AIDS requires such
gimmicks to be recognized
and acted on, what does that
say about our motivation?
Do we really care that thousands of people die from this
everyday, or do we just want
to look like we care?
We as a society have chosen to wear our causes on
our sleeves, quite literally,
in this case. Whatever happened to giving simply because a need exists? Instead
of buying expensive and unnecessary clothes, shoes and
toys just so 50 percent will go
toward AIDS relief, set all of
that money aside, foregoing
the recognition and the surplus of things.
It seems everyone’s a win-

ner with Project [RED]: consumers, victims of AIDS in
Africa, and (I’d wager most
outstandingly) the companies that make it all possible. What better way to get
customers into your stores,
spending money and feeling
great about doing it than to
put up big red banners with
celebrities on them promoting a good cause?
What if these businesses
re-routed all the funds necessary for the promotion, advertising and development
of [RED] products, giving
those resources directly to
the Global Fund? It appears
that we have chosen to ignore efficiency and true sacrifice and are instead striving to change the world one
luxury item at a time.
The Project [RED] manifesto claims that in order to
eliminate AIDS in Africa,
“All you need to do is upgrade your choice.” But what
if we chose differently? What
if we chose to give without
condition or reward? Maybe
then we really could change
the world.

Taylor’s, or — more importantly — Christ’s, name on it
is going too far.
There's a difference between culture and trash. So,
“The Loop Scoop.” Sounds
kind of interesting, huh? I
have to admit, the posters
had me intrigued. Shamelessly tabloid-like, but humorous nonetheless.
When magazine covers
of half-dressed pop culture
stars were flashing across the
screen, I was disappointed.
But I thought it'd get better.
Then we had Tom Cruise
and Oprah, and all of Tom’s
little sexual innuendos and
altogether disgusting behavior toward Oprah.
Next we had the blatant
making fun of people not
“in style.” Yes, I know these
people were just dressed up

for fun and don’t really dress
like that, but there’s an underlying obsession with appearances. After all, in every
jest there's a little truth.
In Philippians 4:8, Paul instructs us with these words:
“Whatever is true, whatever
is noble, whatever is right,
whatever is pure, whatever
is lovely, whatever is admirable — if anything is excellent or praiseworthy — think
about such things.”
Do we heed those words
at all? Is this really what we
want Taylor to look like to
prospective students, or to
anyone else?
We need to get our minds
off things below and onto
things above. It is possible
to engage in culture without
compromising integrity.

Qualms about My Generation Night

By Rebekah Bergens
During “My Generation
Night,” I was sitting next
to a couple of prospective
students and found myself
ashamed and embarrassed
at what they were seeing at
this supposedly genuinely
Christian school. The music,
for the most part, at least,
was OK. But the theme? Way
off in my book. Or rather, in
God’s Book.
Now, before you write me
off as a proponent of Christian subculture and isolation,
take a few seconds to listen.
I understand that it's important to know our culture, to
appreciate secular art forms,
and to have a sense of humor. But somewhere there's
a line to be drawn for when
to embrace it, and putting

You could change your problems

By Chris Hoskins
& Steve Conn
Columnists
We welcome you once
again to another integration
of Danger and Culture, the
linguistic equivalent of getting the great works of Dutch
Reformist painters tattooed
across your back with a rusty
needle (not recommended).
As of the present, your
dynamic duo is comprised
of a psychology major and
an English writing major (respectively), and you know
what that means: We’re going to be poor.
Because graduate school
sounds hard and our consuming passion for saving
kittens from burning trees is
a tentative business at best,
we’ve decided to support
ourselves in a different way.
After a careful evaluation
and literary deconstruction
of varied and diverse Echo
opinion articles, we’re opening up our own private counseling practice.
We’re not sure if it’s “legal,” but as long as you don’t
try to involve your insurance
company it’s really unlikely
legality will become much of
a concern. Here’s the hook,
though: We guarantee a 100

Opinions

percent success rate or your
money back. “How can they
offer that?” you might ask
(go ahead; we don’t mind).
We can make such exorbitant
promises because while we
don’t claim to be able to “fix”
your problems per se, we can
sure as heck change them!
That’s absolutely right.
For a nominal fee, we will
change your problems! Whatever you’re struggling with,
we can make you struggle
with something else! It’s really that simple!
Feel like you have nowhere to go on a Friday
night? We can have you on
social probation by the end
of the week! Sure, you still
won’t have anywhere to go,
but you won’t feel like it’s
your fault anymore.
Unhappy because no one
pays attention to you? We’ll
introduce you to the clingiest
friend we can find in the student roster!
Want to move off campus
but don’t have enough credits? Given a little working
capital, we can get you landed in a Turkish prison, no
questions asked. (You might
be asking some questions,
but hey, you’re not stuck in
the dorm anymore.)
We can pretty much guarantee you a unique sense of
disaster entirely disparate
from whatever sense of disaster you’re already feeling.
And as we’ve assured our
(hypothetical) financial backers, the beauty of it all is that
people will go for it. Why?

Because we’re all convinced
that “if only … ” If only this,
if only that, our lives would
be great, just like everyone
else’s at Taylor.
The truth of the matter is,
however, that every single
student, regardless of background or apparent spirituality, has a problem he or she
would like to change — perhaps not the same thing you
struggle with personally, but
certainly something comparable to it.
In all seriousness, it’s our
humble opinion that rather
than paying “professionals”
to change our problems, our
collective time might be better spent talking about them
with the people in our community who, believe it or
not, also have problems.
After all, even the most
apparently untarnished Taylor student puts his or her
pants/skirt/kilt/dashiki/kimono on one leg at a time.
(Upon closer consideration,
we’ve decided to narrow
those criteria back down to
“pants” for logistical reasons, notwithstanding the
fact that “pants” is also the
only article that happens to
have legs.)
However, if you would
still like to have your problems changed, contact us
at dangernculture@yahoo.
com and we might possibly
get back to you, depending
on how funny your distress
sounds to us. Because we,
too, have student loans to
pay off.
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Discussing sin with appropriate speech
By Jason Hubbell
I’ll admit it. I was a cutter.
It’s not something I’m very
proud of. I struggled with
self-destructive thoughts in
middle school and cut myself
on a number of occasions.
Even though I have a lot of
friends here at Taylor, some
even good friends, I think
it would be safe to venture
that only a small handful of
people previously knew of
this sin that characterized
my early adolescence.
My point, though recognized by few, is that Taylor
is comprised of people who
walk around with many
scars from past and present
wounds. Sin is real, and any
type of dialogue that makes
light of its realities and consequences is not only inappropriate, but debilitating to
a Christian community.
Hearing phrases such as
“You’re a pervert!” shouted
among males is not a phrase
that readily makes me uneasy. I’ve looked at pornography. I’ve masturbated before.
Such confessions in the company of males are sometimes
more than a relief: “You’ve
struggled with these things;
you are normal.” “Pervert”
used flippantly does not
bother me, but why can I not
say the same for “cutter”?
Only a few times have I
been in conversation (with
friends, mind you) when

the act of cutting oneself has
been brought up jokingly,
almost mockingly. Although
many years have passed
since I struggled with this
sin, something inside me
always shrivels up and almost dies whenever cutting
is discussed light-heartedly.
“You’ve struggled with these
things; you are normal — no,
you’re a freak!”
The manner in which we
allude to sin can be damaging on two levels. One, sin
can be presented as inevitable and expected, as if it
had complete control over us
(e.g., "pervert"). The tendency is to treat a specific sin as
almost initiatory. He is one of
us because he struggles with
[fill in the blank].
Sadly, due to an avoidance of awkwardness, nothing develops beyond acceptance, and our confession of a
common sin is really a secret
rationalization. Also, those
not part of the group feel rejected: The male who claims
to have never struggled with
pornography is viewed as
self-righteous by his peers.
The second harmful treatment of sin is on the opposite end of the spectrum.
Instead of being normal, a
specific sin is categorized
as abnormal, freakish (e.g.,
"cutting"). Ostracism results.
Whether by pushing a sin to
the extreme of an unspeakable Christian, social faux

pas and thus increasing its
stigma, or by pulling it to the
extreme of an expected norm
and thus reducing its severity; our perspectives can
dangerously mishandle and
misconstrue sin.
I'm so thankful that cutting oneself is not verbally
treated like other sins. I'm
glad I run into awkward situations that remind me of my
past sin only once or twice
a year. Though forgiven by
Christ, my past sin still has
consequences that reach to
today. I hope I would be correct in saying that the average Taylor student does not
struggle with homosexual
thoughts, but this does not
rule out the possibility of a
past or present struggle.
I don’t know what I
would do if the word “cutter” was used as flippantly
and as frequently as “gay.” I
would probably transfer to a
state school, not with the intent of indulging my sin, but
with the intent of escaping
constant, verbal persecution:
comfort not from acceptance,
but comfort through the lack
of rejection.
Let us not forget how real
and powerful sin is, and may
our words reflect the severity of its nature. Those who
struggle with homosexuality
struggle with sin; they are
normal. What is not “normal“ is our view of sin.

tions beyond anything in our
Christian subculture today.
If you look at Song of Songs
8:1-3, you will see that a man
was not allowed to even kiss
a woman until marriage, unless she was his sister.
Is this profound reverence
or deification? You want to
talk about deification? I tell
you, men tend to deify sex
from the time they turn 12
until the day they die, and

that is something that Christian men need to fight against
every day.
Should we go to such
lengths as the Hebrews did
to deal with the problem of
fornication in Christian subculture? I don’t know. I don’t
know if I could live up to
such standards. What do you
think? Could you live up to
such standards?

A biblical perspective on sexuality

By Ben Mattice
Firstly, Mr. [Alex] Frank,
I’d like to address your second point. As a Christian I
completely agree: God calls
us to love one another regardless of what that other
is doing or has done. But as
a Taylor student, I’d like to
approach your second point
from a different angle. I'd
like to celebrate some good
deeds that have been done
on campus contrary to the
assumption you have made.
I have a friend in two of
my classes who has had a
child out of wedlock and will
be getting married. In one of
those classes, the girls have
been very loving toward this
person. They ask how her
child is, ask about the wedding details, and just simply
love on her. There is no obvious condemnation here, no
obvious negative judgment.
This is evidence contrary to
your assumption about people on this campus.
Secondly, I’d like to address your first point. You
have combined two subjects,
both of which ought to be
dealt with separately.
The first is a reverence
for the act of sex and a fear
of consequences of sex outside of wedlock. If these two
things had not been pounded
into my head by my father
when I was young, I would
probably have had sex and
be regretting my actions.
Think about it. Men our age
are “horny toads,“ and without the reverence for sex and
fear of the consequence of
sex outside of wedlock, we
might have a serious problem on our hands.
This leads to my second
point. It is not the reverence
for sex that has led to fornication in the Christian subculture; it is the lack thereof.
The ancient Hebrews understood this point well. A
person from their culture
couldn’t even read Song of
Songs until they reached the
age of 18. This is a profound
respect for what is portrayed
in Song of Songs.
Hebraic culture also had
a reverence for sexual rela-
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Trojans use crunch-time
shooting to pull out victory

Cox's late game heroics lead Taylor to 57-51 win over Grace
By Andrew Neel
Sports Editor
When a game was on the
line last year for Taylor’s
men’s basketball team, all of
the Trojans knew who would
step up and take the shots
down the stretch. When
NAIA All-American guard
Eric Ford got the ball in the
final minutes, he was expected to take the shot — and
make it.
With Ford’s departure,
however, the Trojans were
left without a definitive goto scorer in crunch time.
Based on Daniel Cox’s performance at the end of Tuesday’s game against Grace,
it appears the sophomore
guard is going to try to fill
that crunch-time void.
Cox scored six points and
grabbed a key steal in the final two and half minutes of
the game to help Taylor (6-5,
1-1 Mid-Central Conference)
escape with a 57-51 victory
over Grace (7-2, 0-1 MCC)
in a hard-fought defensive
battle at Odle Arena.
After hitting a clutch 3point shot with 2:23 remaining, Cox scored on a long
jumper to give Taylor a 5551 lead with 1:32 left in the
game. Less than a minute later, Cox had a steal to clinch
the win for the Trojans.
“Cox did a lot of things
well tonight,” Taylor coach
Paul Patterson said. “If he
can develop his entire game
and become a complete player, he’ll be one of the best
players in the [MCC].”
The Lancers came into
Tuesday’s game averaging
nearly 95 points per game,

Trojans Sports
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but the Trojans limited Grace
to 35 percent shooting for the
game and held the Lancers to
21 points in the second half.
Taylor also slowed down the
scoring of twin brothers Scott
and Marcus Moore, who
combined for only 20 points
against the Trojans despite
averaging nearly 30 points
per game this season.
“We got outplayed,” Grace
coach Jim Kesler said. “[Taylor] played great defense and
wanted the win more than
we did.”
The Lancers dominated the
glass in the first half while
building a 30-26 halftime
lead. Grace had 20 rebounds
to Taylor’s 14, with eight of
the Lancers' boards coming
on the offensive end. Grace
also caused Taylor offensive
problems in the first half by
using a full-court press defense, but the Trojans were
able to overcome it in the
second half, where they shot
52 percent from the field.
“We battled, but we didn’t
give in or concede anything,”
Patterson said. “Anytime
we lost the ball, we always
made an effort to get it back
and that’s huge.”
Cox, who finished with 19
points, and junior center Jeff
Bohnhoff, who scored 16, led
Taylor on offense.
Senior Josh Merrick led
Taylor in rebounding with
nine boards and sophomore
Chad Reynolds had four assists in the game, which Patterson said was the Trojans’
most complete team effort so
far this season.
Taylor’s next game is Saturday in Indianapolis against
MCC opponent Marian.
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Sophomore guard Daniel Cox (right) rises for a late basket
against Grace that gave Taylor a four-point lead with less than
two minutes remaining. Cox finished with 19 points to help the
Trojans defeat the Lancers 57-51 on Tuesday.

Lady Trojans edge Lancers 57-54

(31-13, 6-2)
L, 3-0 Indiana Tech
(Region VIII Tourney)
Season concluded

Men's
Basketball

Women's
Basketball

(6-3, 1-1)
W, 97-48 Purdue Calumet
L, 96-71 Bethel*
W, 81-40 Concordia
L, 73-68 Davenport
W, 57-54 Grace*
Upcoming games:
Saturday
Marian 1 p.m.*
Dec. 6
at Huntington 7 p.m.*

Cross Country
(Men's)
Michael Pabody - 49th
NAIA Nationals
(Women's)
Lolly York - 4th
NAIA Nationals
Season concluded

* indicates Mid-Central
Conference game

Sports
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Freshman Bethany Ballard (#30) prepares for a shot against her defender from Purdue-Calumet.
The Lady Trojans cruised to an easy victory over Purdue-Calumet, winning 97-48, on Nov. 18.

By Amy Watkins
Contributor
Taylor went into Wednesday’s game with Grace coming off a close loss against
Davenport in the Thanksgiving Classic.
The contest against Grace
was also close, but it was the
Lady Trojans who came out
victorious this time with a
57-54 win over Grace.
Taylor (6-3, 1-1 Mid-Central Conference) sprinted out
to an early 24-13 lead against
the Lancers (4-4, 0-1 MCC)
and went into halftime with
a comfortable 32-24 advantage over Grace.
Much of the Lady Trojans’
success was due to their great
defensive play.
“I feel like our defense
stepped up in this game,”
senior guard Jenny Dawes
said. “We got some big stops
at crucial possessions in the
game. We really focused
hard on defense in practice
this week and it paid off.”

Forward thinking

Andrew Neel predicts
the 2006 NFL Playoffs
By Andrew Neel
Sports Editor

Volleyball

(6-5, 1-1)
W, 76-58 Indiana Tech
L, 78-73 Tri-State
L, 85-81 Bethel*
W, 52-47 Geneva
L, 69-59 Anderson
W, 57-51 Grace*
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Marian*
Dec. 5
Huntington 7 p.m.*
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Taylor had its blowout
win turn into a close game in
the second half when Grace
made a furious effort to come
back. The Lancers defensive
intensity and 50 percent
shooting from the floor allowed the them to gain a 5453 lead with 2:11 left to play.
Taylor coach Tena Krause
felt that there were a couple
of reasons for her team's let
down in the second half.
“The post play struggled
last night on both ends of the
floor and the team had trouble with turnovers," Krause
said. "We need to improve
in both of those categories,
especially when it comes to
taking care of the ball.”
Faced with the prospect of
overcoming a deficit against
a conference foe on the road,
the Lady Trojans were able to
live up to the challenge.
Taylor shut down Grace’s
offense for the last two minutes of the game to secure the
victory. Grace fought hard
near the end, but the Lancers'

last-second 3-point shot attempt bounced off the rim as
the buzzer sounded, ending
the game and Grace's chance
of prolonging the contest.
“We stayed composed and
in control the entire game,”
Dawes said. “Despite the
loud crowd and close finish, we were mentally tough.
This was a great challenge
for us and it was good to see
that we could pull out a close
conference win on the road.”
Dawes led the team in
points with 14, while Allison
Easterhaus had a team-high
11 rebounds. Overall, the
Trojans shot 45 percent from
the field and 46 percent from
behind the 3-point line.
“It was all about the defense tonight," senior Amber Bond said. "I thought we
played great team defense
and got stops when we really
needed them. This win was
a team effort.”
Taylor's next game is at
home against Marian on Saturday at 1 p.m.

the Tom Brady era and Kansas City won't change that.
Patriots 35, Chiefs 27
San Diego (4) vs.
NY Jets (5)
The Jets should consider
themselves fortunate if they
make it to the postseason, but
their reward in the playoffs
will be a date in San Diego
against LaDainian Tomlin-

There are five weeks left
in the NFL season until the
playoffs start, but if you
can’t wait to find out who
will be crowned Super Bowl
Champions, I’ll go ahead
and let you know what takes
place. Some people may say
these are just “predictions”
or “guesses,” but I’m telling you, I've seen the future.
Here's what happens.
NFC Wildcard round
Seattle (3) vs. Carolina (6)
Seattle gainst steam after
returning Pro Bowl quarterback Matt Hasselbeck and
reigning MVP Shaun Alexander from injuries. Look for
the Seahawks to edge past a
struggling Carolina team.
Seahawks 28, Panthers 23
New Orleans (4) vs.
NY Giants (5)
Eli Manning and the Giants
won’t reverse their fortunes
in the playoffs if they have
to play at the Superdome in
New Orleans. The Saints, led
by a revitalized Drew Brees,
have been nearly unbeatable
at home this season and I expect that trend to continue.
Saints 33, Giants 17
NFC Divisional round
Chicago (1) vs.
New Orleans (4)
Da Bears may not be as
good as the cream of the crop
in the AFC, but they have
one of the most dominating
defenses in the league and
I can’t envision them losing a home game in January
whether or not Rex Grossman is playing well.
Bears 35, Saints 24
Dallas (2) vs. Seattle (3)
Tony Romo has led Dallas to three impressive wins
in a row, including a victory
over the previously unbeaten Colts. If the Seahawks
are healthy, however, I think
their experience will lead
them over the Cowboys.
Seahawks 24, Cowboys 21
NFC Championship
Chicago (1) vs. Seattle (3)
While Seattle may be more
playoff-tested than Chicago,
the Bears defense, which has
been holding opponents to a
measly 12.5 points per game,
is good enough to lead Chicago past any NFC team and
into the Super Bowl. But if
the game is close at the end,
I’d take Matt Hasselbeck over
Rex Grossman any day of the
week, especially on Sunday.
Bears 28, Seahawks 17
AFC Wildcard round
New England (3) vs.
Kansas City (6)
Larry Johnson will get his
yards for Kansas City, but
New England hasn’t lost a
home playoff game during

son and the highest-scoring
offense in the league.
Chargers 42, Jets 20
AFC Divisional round
Indianapolis (1) vs.
San Diego (4)
San Diego defeated Indianapolis last year and
plays a physical defensive
style similar to Dallas (who
handed the Colts their only
loss to date this year). Peyton Manning doesn’t seem
to play well against in-yourface defenses, but he seems
to be carrying himself with
more poise this year than he
exhibited last season, so I'm
hoping that confidence continues in the playoffs.
Colts 41, Chargers 37
Baltimore (2) vs.
New England (3)
The Ravens main strength
is their defense, which is
third in the league, allowing 13.4 points per game.
With that being said, I think
Bill Belichick and Brady are
better than Brian Billick and
Steve McNair when it comes
to producing in the playoffs.
Patriots 17, Ravens 14
AFC Championship
Indianapolis (1) vs.
New England (3)
I can hear the endless advertisements now: “Manning. Brady. Who will come
out on top and lead their
team to the Promised Land?
Tune in Sunday to find out.
After the game don’t forget
to watch an all-new episode
of CSI: Gas City.”
Colts 30, Patriots 24
Super Bowl XLI
Indianapolis vs. Chicago
Manning’s offense vs. Da
Bears defense. Sorry, Chicago
fans - you have to be able to
score consistently to keep up
with the Colts. It’s Manning’s
first (and hopefully not last)
championship and a gigantic
monkey off the back of Indiana sports fans who’ve been
waiting for a championship
to celebrate since the Bob
Knight days.
Colts 28, Bears 20
Well, there you are sports
fans: the 2006 NFL Playoffs.
Sorry to ruin the drama.

Andrew Neel’s picks:
Week 11: 7-9
Last week: 12-4
Season: 110-66
Baltimore 30 @ Cincinnati 27
Minnesota 14 @ Chicago 31
Kansas City 27 @ Cleveland 10
San Diego 45 @ Buffalo 13
Indianapolis 38 @ Tenn. 24
NY Jets 23 @ Green Bay 17
Atlanta 24 @ Washington 20
Detroit 13 @ New England 31
Arizona 21 @ St. Louis 27
San Fran. 20 @ New Orleans 33
Houston 28 @ Oakland 16
Jacksonville 20 @ Miami 17
Dallas 33 @ NY Giants 31
Tampa Bay 26 @ Pittsburgh 30
Seattle 27 @ Denver 24
Carolina 17 @ Philadelphia 13

Trevor Kight’s picks:
Week 11: 10-6
Last week: 10-6
Season: 109-67
Baltimore 20 @ Cincinnati 24
Minnesota 16 @ Chicago 28
Kansas City 31 @ Cleveland 17
San Diego 37 @ Buffalo 20
Indianapolis 42 @ Tenn. 21
NY Jets 13 @ Green Bay 26
Atlanta 23 @ Washington 21
Detroit 20 @ New England 28
Arizona 13 @ St. Louis 17
San Fran. 13 @ New Orleans 35
Houston 23 @ Oakland 10
Jacksonville 17 @ Miami 13
Dallas 28 @ NY Giants 27
Tampa Bay 13 @ Pittsburgh 24
Seattle 21 @ Denver 31
Carolina 20 @ Philadelphia 14

I'd take Matt
Hasselbeck over
Rex Grossman any
day of the week, especially on Sunday

Week 13 picks

